Single-Stage Incubator Training

A comprehensive knowledge of your single-stage
incubators for a maximum economic return

Features & benefits
►►Organized by Petersime technical and incubation experts
►►Covering every aspect of single-stage incubation
►►Featuring both simulators and real incubators
►►Including practical sessions
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Petersime’s range of single-stage incubators have an advanced, intuitive user interface and autopilot functions.
However, the hatchery manager’s expertise will always be beneficial. The better you know your equipment, the better
your hatchery’s results will be and the longer the machines will provide you with peak performance.

Training objectives
The single-stage Incubator Training is designed for hatchery managers
and/or their assistants that are not yet familiar with single-stage
incubation, as well as for new hatchery staff.
After the single-stage Incubator Training, participants will be able to
operate and programme the OX-controlled incubators (BioStreamer™ and
AirStreamerPlus™). The training provides a basic understanding of the
functionalities of the machine, including Embryo-Response Incubation
technologies (OvoScan™, DWLS™, CO₂NTROL™ and Synchro-Hatch™),
machine hardware and hatchery management software (Eagle Eye™).
Moreover, insights are given on embryonic development and you will
learn how to perform a hatch breakout session.
At the end of the programme, all trainees receive the Petersime singlestage Incubator Training Certificate. All training presentations are
provided both as hand-outs and on USB stick.

Training programme
Topics addressed during the training include:
►► Design and technical aspects of the single-stage incubator
►► Incubation with the single-stage incubator
►► OX user interface and hardware
►► Embryo-Response Incubation™
►► The Incubation Guide
►► Embryonic development
►► A hatch breakout session
►► Eagle Eye™ hatchery management software
►► Introduction to the service website

During the courses, real incubators are used as well as simulators. There is ample room for discussion with your fellow
trainees, and our experts are at your service at all times to answer any possible questions.
Practical information
The single-stage incubator training is organized five times per year at the Customer Centre at the Petersime headquarters, in
English. For timings, consult the training calendar on www.petersime.com/services, or contact the training coordinator:
training@petersime.com.

All photographs, measurements and descriptions are provided without engagement.
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